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This bag is designed as rucksack; thus the drum
can be carried easily on the back and you have
both hands clear. Incl. Adjustable rucksack por-
ters and carrying handle.

Our Soft-Bags for bass drums are super padded
providing almost as much protection as a traditional
hard case.  Durable and constructed from water
repellent Kortexin™, these cases include double
carrying grips.

Design features

Item-# Other

ZC-SB0-2614-000 für // for 26" x 14", Innenmaß // interior 74 x 74 x 45 cm

ZC-SB0-2214-000 für // for 22" x 14", Innenmaß // interior 68 x 68 x 45 cm

ZC-SB0-2414-000 für // for 24" x 14", Innenmaß // interior 68 x 68 x 45 cm

ZC-SB0-1810-000 für // for 18" x 10", Innenmaß // interior 53 x 53 x 38 cm

ZC-SB0-2011-000 für // for 20" x 11", Innenmaß // interior 56 x 56 x 34 cm

ZC-SB0-2814-000 für // for 28" x 14", Innenmaß // interior 78 x 78 x 45 cm

ZC-SB0-2216-000 für // for 22" x 16", Innenmaß // interior 68 x 68 x 45 cm

ZC-SB0-2416-000 für // for 24" x 16", Innenmaß // interior 68 x 68 x 45 cm

ZC-SB0-2616-000 für // for 26" x 16", Innenmaß // interior 74 x 74 x 45 cm

ZC-SB0-2816-000 für // for 28" x 16", Innenmaß // interior 78 x 78 x 45 cm

ZC-SB0-2818-000 für // for 28" x 18", Innenmaß // interior 84 x 84 x 54 cm
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Super Padded: This accessory is super padded and thus offers optimal protection respectively carrying comfort.

Stain resistant: This material does not stain.

Rucksack: This bag can be used like a rucksack. So it guarantees a comfortable transportation also of heavier items. In
addition you have your hands free.
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This bag is designed as rucksack; thus the drum can be carried easily on the back and you have both hands clear.
Incl. Adjustable rucksack porters and carrying handle.

Our Soft-Bags for bass drums are super padded providing almost as much protection as a traditional hard case.  Durable and con-
structed from water repellent Kortexin™, these cases include double carrying grips.
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Space for your notes
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